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l'urns 01' eern.uries have a!vlEYs beeli in the: centre of interest" and thus h2:.ve become 
n1ilestones~ the landmarks of ~-\t Lhe turn of a century SOIne tasks are finished 
and others are started at least \ve like to think so. Fear also gathers around turns of 
centuries: fea,r frOD1 that fact that t.he time has COITIe vlhen \ve are reproached v/ith our sins 

thern. 'The next tunl of the century cannot be the tirTle 
OI enner ImCpC)tE:!lt decisions of the Se!.I-lmpon21I1L 
:vfan. 'l'he ceniury behind us teaches us pa.i:.j(;n,:e, re:3p,:msit)ility. 
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In 
/"'""1 T General 

All individual happenings start and end and it is so even when these be-
glllllljo.g;S and ends do not dear limits, unambiguous distinctions. 
Happenings do not 'strive' for a sharp distinction, limits are scmlZtlt 
by us, by humans "<'vith inexhaustible, ever blazing enthusiasm. It is for us 
that it is important how long a phenomenon lasts and when and a 
new one starts. It is important for us so that we could recall the familiar 
phenomena, happenings when we want them in accordance with our own 
objectives. In the constant now, continuity of happenings the emergence of 
a certain phenomenon or the disappearance of others is not significant m 
the whole complex and perhaps global system, not even from the point of 
view of universal existence but these emergencies and disappearances are 
rather frequent and none of them bears marked distinction - all this is 
natural in this way. 

Yet, if changes are observed in human perspectives, there are some 
extremely significant ones which change our lives in an exceptional way, 
there are some which are shaped by ourselves in order to create new cir
cumstances for us. \iVe take part in this process individually with our 
individual capacities and knowledge but our activities fit in a system, it 
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is collective work and the fh:al result is considered to be ours as well, it 
influences all of us and our children as well and it will also have individ
ual consequences for us. The continual presence of a beginning and an 
end, a turning point is natural but at the same time it can be particular, 
individual for us, humans. 

The series of events between the beginning and the end lend certain 
individuality to the phenomenon, it is its own, it has its own time. We 
wonder at the individuality, at the non-repeatable characteristics of cer
tain natural phenomena, e. g. the wonderful rich colours of a flowery field, 
which exists in its shape then and there only once and at the same time 
wonder at the identical and regular 'repetition' and 'return', that the flow
ers of the beginning of summer bloom again on the same field and fruit-trees 
bear fruit anew and snow covers the fields again. Starting anew is rhythmi
cally repeated in nature. Each phenomenon has its own rhythm, ourselves 
included. Relying on a natural rhythm as a basis we say that New Year 
has come and after several repetitions of it the turn of the century or the 
millennium comes along but this turning point is not capable to collect, 
involve all the moments of changing all phenomena, important for us. 

Should we want to strictly apply the measurement of time formed 
us, we would find that centuries and millennia take a short time, their 

lengths can be expressed in seconds. This second can be interpreted in 
many ways, as the coincidence of real end and beginning: as the sudden 
disappearance of a group of possibilities and the emergence of others, as 
the moment of getting rid of something and that of the revival of hope. 
This second can also be as a symbol, as in the shorter or longer 
time interval containing this second several things n2Lp·penE:Q. some 

• .,.., .J.. ,Li slgnIncant, ones among t,nem. 

1S 
, 

rei'd endrng 
fear but it 
fuIi 

V/hat does it 
tions can be referring back to the past -when 

Fear 

'lv-as decided \vhat I 
could choose in the interval betvy-een despair and but selection itself 
has many factors and irrational determinants as well. I am tied to the 
atmosphere of my environment v,rith a lot of threads and my emotions get 
my thoughts under control when I look into a \'lorld that I cannot explore, 
into future. It is an interesting experience that fears appear in more con-
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crete, more 'realistic' pictures than the desired future. This is what the 
authors of horror stories and several science-fiction writers and directors 
make their living on. Or let us think of Dali's paintings made as illustra
tions for Hell, the rich fantasy cmd colours and the expressiveness of which 
pinned us down in front of them as we walked comfortably in front of some 
scenes from Paradise. True, Dali was in an easier situation when he had to 
describe hell because even in Dante's Divine Comedy this scene was more 
successful than the other ones. In Cocteau's film entitled Eternal r~'eLULi!, 
written in 1943, the innkeeper complains that as long as the lad who had 
terrorised all the people in the village lived, the inn was full at 
Since the death of the lad the inn has emptied as if had gone there 
to fear it looks they like being scared. Films have enormous possibilities 

enrich our lITlagrnc.tlon if "'0lant to fear and 
, 

QO 

it. The technological cie;v<:!()pment of the art of film has also entered in the 
service of this. 

VVe not only like being scared but 'ile 'cannot help it' because 
what happens when we \vant to picture the good to ourselves? If we remain 
on the ground of the general, human freedom, happiness, justice will be 
wonderful as long as we speak of it only in But would we like to 
live in Plato's State or Campanella's Sun City, in Szathmari's Kazohinia, 
More's Utopia or in any other 'realised' happy world controned morals 
or science? 'Would we like to or be able to live in a world where the 
long desired equality has been reached, where in order to achieve this the 
desire to be more than or different from others should be eliminated either 
chemically Return) or by order (MAD.kH: The Tragedy of I\1an 
Scene 12, ORWELL: 1984, etc.)? Would Vle need an equality which leads 
into uniformity while striving for perfect realisation? HOVl close utopia and 
anti-utopia are to each other, there is some difference from the point of 
view of historical momentum but this moment passes quickly and what 
remains is coincidence. Adam asks Lucifer in the phalanstery of Scene 12: 
'VIThat country is this, what nation that we have come to?' Lucifer in his 
answer says among others: 'Now the 'whole world is our wide homeland: 
For common goals all people are companions. And above the nice and 
quiet order, Science stands and joys.' 1962) And it turns out 
that here has stiffened, there is no movement, no difference, 
which would bring the environment in motion and there is no happiness. 
v()ITIITIOn happiness does not exist, happiness is too individual, it is cut for 
me, it dies in uniformity. 

How did we get acquainted with fear, horrors? This is the result of 
our detachment from Nature. As long as we lived as natural beings, death 
was not shocking, it was natural as it is natural in Nature even today. 
But nowadays Man has a special relation with Nature. He can live only 
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1Il Nature, he gets all the conditions of life from it. He rests in Nature, 
its harmony, beauty, cleanness, complexity calms him. But Nature is his 
eternal enemy as well, which he himself has chosen. Man always wants to 
prove that he is also a very significant element, what is more a dominant 
element of the system. He wants to prove it to himself, as who else would 
be interested? In his l:1eart of hearts~ ho\vever, he IS convinced that he can 
:uever control nevertheless he 01'0110£e:S it 

interests. 'This enormous harmonious 
to assert his real or 

l'J ature does not 
confront IVlan but itself its o'\vn order enormous 
efforts if it gets hurt somewhere, whatever the reason for this may be. 
'There may be some in its ovvn TI10tion but lvlan may" hurt it as 

the ans\ver is and terrifying. In this moment the only thing 
Man can do is escape and this is degrading, it fills Man for all his life with 
the feeling of fear, pictures of what could and should be feared. 

The less we know of the principles, of the laws of Nature, the more un-
are the s-,,,-eeping tragedies, floods, explosions, winds and storms 

rushing towards us from that direction. Nature may 'punish' us either be
cause it has had enough of Man's interference into its own processes or 
because somebody believes that Man deserves punishment because of his 
behaviour so far and sends natural disasters to him especially because he 
fears them most as he has already got convinced that he cannot control 
happenings these times. God also sends natural disasters onto Earth, dis
eases, floods, fires and earthquakes. What a wonderful effect qualms of 
conscience have in interpreting explaining these events! 

rl/lan thus tries to acquire more and more of Nature and of society 
for himself (the concrete content is determined by given social conditions). 
Nature on the other hand 'punishes' the formula is simple and has 
'ilorked for centuries. lvlan feeling that punishment IS inescapable, 
tries to find or 'Vvork out ;:.vhen it viilI conle. 

end our life 
account' or 
SUI11TI1a.ry of our deeds \vill listed either here on Earth or else\v11ere. 
-VvThen is over \ve may look back to evaluate "\vnat has n,'Lp'peIled 
and we vviii have a chance to understand the ivhen 

because then 1,lv~e can no Inore change. the end of 
the 'iVe can that looked back on \vhat has 
so far "l:..re will be judged as someone Villa deserves 

There are several descriptions of fears viTith which lVlan waited for the 
accollnts at the turn of a century or a millennium and of people who were 
so much scared that they did not live to see the moment they had feared so 
much. There were some who wasted all their property because they were 
certain that punishment would come (or found it justified), others ViTere 



urged the coming accounts to perrorm 'good' deeds. In punishment 
there IS aneVl, of sta.rting something 

of events is divided to days~ 
a 

liberates us from fears 
can 

rrOID 

111 tIle constant TI.o"\v of CCV,-,ili.'-, for the sa.ke of our convenience~ The future 
IS in mist and its veil it appears 
Its detlmrtg a turnlTlg 

itself one can say that it is not <:l'mniv connected to the turns of time but 
its appearance can be calculated in a special V'lay at a special level of rela
tions known for only few. And indeed, if there are turning points in reality 
without our thinking about them why should not there be one at the turn 
of a century or a millennium waited for by everybody? 

of the as a 

But we can think of the second of the turn of the a·s 
that separates centuries symbolically from each other: in fact the processes, 
events conceal the effects in a multiple way but there are phenomena which 
are characteristic for the previous period, others will influence the forth
coming ones and the turning point will narrow down symbolically to the 
last second of the present century and the first second of the following one. 

VVhat was the previous turning of the century like as a symbol? To
day we look back on it as a period in which everything changed starting 
from science through technology, social views to fashion. In physics the 
crisis of the normal science came, like this: 'Discovery commences with the 
awareness of anomaly, i. e., with the recognition that nature has somehow 
violated the paradigm-induced expectations that govern normal science.' 
(KUH:--;, 1970, pp. 52 - 53). A new paradigm started to shape. 'The new 
paradigm, or a sufficient hint to permit later articulation, emerges all at 
once, sometimes in the middle of the night, in the mind of a man deeply 
immersed in crisis.' (ibidem, pp. 89 - 90). The new findings of physics 
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created the possibility of exploiting and using the source of energy so char
acteristic for this century but of very questionable value, nuclear energy. 
'N uclear energy - in spite of temporary standstills - has been developing 
at enormous speed. This cannot and must not be stopped. In all prob
ability we have to learn to live together with it, to reduce its danger, to 
exploit to the utmost all its possibilities.' (Az atomeregetika ... 1981.) We 
have spent a century on this attempt still we have not managed to subdue 
this energy so that it could become a natural part of our life but have not 
managed to oust it out from our life either. 

The automobile was born, 'the machine that had changed the world'. 
Ford's first car that he had built himself set out in Detroit in 1896 and in 
1901 in the same town Ford won a race in a car that went at a speed of 
70 kms. In 1906 in France, Ferenc Szisz, a Hungarian won the Grand Prix 
in a racing car of Renault. At the turn of the century several important 
events took place, significant from the point of view of the development of 
monitoring. Beyond all doubt these events have brought about a real rev
olution, have changed our environment with the necessary roads, parking 
lots, factories, garages, petrol stations and with the sight of small and huge 
cars; they have changed our way of live, objectives, ideas and health. 
They have taught us mass and non-series production, business organiza
tion, production control, co-operation. At the turn of the century works on 
anarchism 'were published one after the other and as a consequence move
ments emerged that later became well known. Anarchism -\vas an answer 
to the organizational experience, successes and failure of all the 19th cen-
tury. And the tossing about of the 20th rpnTl17"U between the theories and 
pI'a<:tlces of democracy and dictatorship is an answer to anarchism. 

The most \vonderful vvorks of art in painting, music and literature '\iv-ere 

bo::n in a fOT the H"'~LUVU.r 

In the second half of the the contradictions -'1vhich 1Nill appar-
ently be left as a De:q11e,)1; for the next century have beCOIlle Illore and rnore 
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evident. Despite our fears the conflict between us and Nature has risen to 
a critical level. Based on our knowledge acquired so far and considered as 
accurate this relationship can turn into a tragedy. Our deteriorated rela
tionship with Nature lies heavily as an enormous shadow on other serious 
problems as well such as famine, poverty, diseases, problems in raw ma
terial and energy supply. There is an ever deepening conflict between the 
two parts of the vvorld, namely the developed 8~nd undeveloped countries 
and economies, which hinders the political settlement of certain problems. 
There are great changes in the role of politics, it is becoming democratized 
as it is becoming a part of more and more social phenomena (it appears 
in the evaluation of science and technology, it is becoming an element of 
environment protection, etc.) while there are also which indicate 
the adva,ncement of cllctatorsfu]:)' 

'The vvonder of this turn of the rpntll,v ohe 
of the the rapid of IneaD_S that enSllre the accelera-
tion of information flow and DT'ot:f'(:t and provide the quality and ql1antlt:v 
of information can also be a carrier of great changes. Computers arranged 
in networks will escort us to the next century with their chips capable for 
storing a great amount of information and nobody can stop them. Quan
titative growth - the value regarded as the most significant one of this 
century has led to enormous disproportions. Let us mention only one 
example: huge amounts of mOiley are spent on developing chips but less 
and less is spent on education and we could go on. Can these prob
lems lead us to waiting desperately until Nature or God or somebody sorts 
everything out and makes it possible for us to start a ileVl life? Perhaps 
Vie should not wait until some kind of punishment, some kind of tragedy, 
some kind of disaster caused by ourselves such as acid rain, ozone 
desertification etc. aicvakes us to the fact that we should start everything 
anew. 

At the end of this century Man knows much more about himself and 
his environment than ever before. And here 'more' does not mean quan
titative increase only. There is enormous and shocking experience behind 
us. Based on this our responsibility for each other and for the whole of 
the universe should get another meaning. \Ve have to ask the question 
whether there is any difference between progress and progress, whether 
we should weigh, assess the possible effects before starting any scientific 
or technological, or possibly social or environmental transformation. Man 
must be great to be able to overcome the troubles caused by himself, by 
his 'sins' but not as he thought in the last century, i. e. ",-ith his vliIl. He 
can only achieve results if he recognizes that he belongs to Nature, if he 
maintains an 'honest' relationship with it. He can be free and can respect 
himself only if he respects Nature and its is in this case that he need not 
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iive in constant fear, terror, with qualms of conscience, that he need not 
experience the humiliating feeling of 'punishment' and real tragedies. He 
need not beg for pardon, peacefulness only if he had lived in a way that he 
does not need mercy, that there is nothing to forgive, 

TO'wards the end of the century we must know that whatever tool we 
invent hoping that it W"m solve everything, will return our peace and will 
prove us that none is more 'wonderful than Man, Vie will not be able to get 
rid of its disadvantages. Tools are neither good or bad in themselves, they 
are both, but it depends on people, and not solely on our knowledge but our 
moraiity, sense of responsibility, intelligence, which side of theirs will come 
to light. Having discussed our possibilities and assessed the inevitable and 
necessary changes let us shape the end of this century consciously in the 
existing frameworksl Let us look for the concept of future, whose chance 
to be realized is great because it is possible and desirable. 

On the other hand, in connection \vith our own activities and our 
relation to I~ature the decision is in our hands and -'Vve have to maintain 
the possibility of and cl-lance for a ne'vv start so that «:lie could decide that 
everything will be different in the future and that we will be more cautious, 
rnore careful, more more true and more free than before. 

could we not choose the turn of the century or any other point of 
time as the starting point? that we could also say with the 
tim.e-.tl:a·ve:ll:ing l=,r():t(oS130r of Bradbur's theatre: 'VVe have won, men, ours IS 

the fOfE:si;s. cure the seas, the rivers and resettle the will 
the Earth from the space, \vill colonize the Ivloon and \vill land on th.e lvia.r~ 

future is 

-The present 

have clone it~ 
- so it is yiorth 

1 Quotation from the film: Bradbur's theatre 

v.Je have done a 

J\tornener-
p. 




